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A More Excellent Way

nFaith foundations: Moving from transactional 
giving to transformational giving.

n Inspiring generosity: Moving from “Pay the 
bills” to “Live the vision.” 

nBest practices from the non-profit 
world. Understanding why people give and 
making your case.

nBuilding a planned giving ministry in four 
“easy” steps
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nWe understand the local church exists to 
make disciples of Jesus and we welcome 
all people unconditionally to share in this 
calling.

nDisciples are generous people.

nYou can give without having faith, but you 
can’t have faith without giving
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Stewardship Charge

n It is not the job of the Stewardship Committee 
to get people to give more money.

n It is the job of the Stewardship Committee help 
people make more faithful decisions about 
what they do with their money.

nStewardship programs are not fundraising 
programs, they are faith formation programs
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Stewardship Approaches

Transactional:

n Working within the 
existing framework of 
individual beliefs and 
behavior and 
congregational values 
and norms to get 
people to give more 
money.

Transformational:

n Getting to a more 
faithful place 
regarding generosity 
and stewardship.

n Do not accept the way 
things are.  Catalyze 
individual and 
congregational 
change.
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Generosity Paradox

nChristianity teaches generosity

nAmerican Christians – as a group - are 
relatively ungenerous

nPassing the Plate – Why American 
Christians Don’t Give Away More Money,  
by Christian Smith and Michael Emerson
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Possible Reasons

n Institutionalized Mass Consumerism
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Awesome Books
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Possible Reasons

n Institutionalized Mass Consumerism

n Pastors are uncomfortable with money issues

n American Christians are uninformed or confused
n Moralistic Therapeutic Deism

n Institutional distrust

n Views on what counts as virtuous giving

n Secrecy about giving



+ Possible Reason and Possible Response – Church 
Cultures
Congregational Transformation

n Focus primarily on balancing 
the budget

n Serving the members

n Scarcity of resources

n Congregation as an end in 
itself

“Pay the Bills” “Live the Vision”

n Focus primarily on nurturing 
members’ spiritual lives

n Serving the world

n Unlimited opportunities for 
faith-based change

n Congregation as home-base 
for widespread Christian 
faithfulness and ministry
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Challenge the Culture

n Pastors as “full-service 
providers” of “spiritual goods”

n Members getting their felt 
needs met

n Self-centered –
pragmatic

n Key: Really Big Show Done 
Really Well

n American

n Pastors as empowering and 
equipping

n Christian discipleship as 
transformation of the self

n Focused on others –
stretching/growing

n Key: Living out the beautiful 
way of Jesus in real time

n Christian

“Pay the Bills” “Live the Vision”
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Another Voice

n “Funny. The more congregations give into their anxiety 
about budget and buildings and membership, the less 
vitalized and attractive they become. The more 
congregations are caught up in the beautiful Way of Jesus, 
living into their identity, finding their groove (so to 
speak)...the greater their participation with God in 
transforming their community toward the kingdom. And 
that attracts the spiritual longing in we humans like honey 
to the bee. It's when we forget ourselves and join God's 
world makeover that we come alive. Then our relationship 
with our institutional concerns finds its rightful place.”

n – Mark Tidsworth, Facebook Post, July 31, 2018
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Church Culture Impacts Spiritual 
Vitality and Financial Viability

n Road to Slow Death

n Transactional – Culture of 
Mass Consumerism

n Autonomy Valued

n Deep Change/Radical 
Transformation/Metanoia

n Transformational – Counter-
cultural

n Interdependence Valued

“Pay the Bills” Culture “Live the Vision” Culture
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Church Culture Impacts Spiritual 
Vitality and Financial Viability

n Membership

n Attractional model

n Consumerist

n Church is just another leisure 
time option

n Discipleship

n Missional approach

n Deep Relationships

n Church is a life commitment to 
faithful living

“Pay the Bills” Culture “Live the Vision” Culture
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Possible Response - Education

n Bold, year-round, preaching and teaching about 
faith and money

n No fear: matter-of-fact, confident, enthusiastic

n Faith formation – centrality of right relation to 
money in Christian life
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Possible Response – Emphasize 
scriptural basis for giving

nFirst fruits

nProportional giving
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Possible Response – Light & Air

nTestify

nTestify

nTestify
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Possible Response – Help people 
manage money

nSome people may need help learning how 
to manage money.

nTeaching them will improve their economic 
situations, strengthen marriage and family 
relationships, enhance their outlook on life, 
and

nEnable them to be more generous
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Possible Response – Emphasize 
Outreach

nMost people are more interested in saving 
the world than saving the church

nTell stories.  Be specific.
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Possible response – Create safe 
environment for discussion

nSmall groups

nCouples
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Beware: Culture Resists Change

nCulture may fight back!

nDon’t underestimate the challenge:
nName it – Raise awareness
nAnticipate Discomfort
nStay rooted in faith
nLocate your story in scripture
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Questions For Your Congregation

nWhere are we on the spectrum of cultures 
bounded by “Living the Vision” and “Paying 
the Bills”

nDo we want to change this?

nHow can we get to a more faithful place 
regarding generosity and stewardship

nInsert your question here!


